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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Cross Country Ski Ontario (XCSO) initiated a year-long planning process, led by a sub-committee of the Board of Directors, 
the High Performance Committee, and National Team Development Centre (NTDC), supported by staff and an external 
consultant to create a Strategic Plan 5 year plan for the organization beginning in 2016.  Out of this plan, a requirement and 
priority was identified to conduct a human resources review to assess the capacity of XCSO to move forward with the 
priorities identified within the Strategic Plan.  Business Sherpa Group, located in Ottawa with experience and expertise in 
both NGO and Sport was selected by a sub-committee of the Board of Directors to conduct the organizational HR Review 
and to guide and support the review process.  The HR Review was managed in three distinct phases:
• Phase I – Organizational Review and Assessment of Current State for XCSO and the NDTC
• Phase II – Research and Evaluation of Human Resource and Organization Options
• Phase III – Recommended Option for Human Resources and Organization Structure for XCSO and NTDC Thunder Bay

Phase I focused on a review and evaluation of current state within the organization focused on people, organization, 
business models, operational processes, roles, accountability and strategic priorities.  Secure file sharing and storage was 
set up for document sharing including job descriptions, strategic plan documentation, organizational charts and structure, 
operational plan as well as policy and partnership documentation.  Organization interviews were conducted with 15 
participants that included Board members, staff and volunteers.  

Opportunities and consideration that came out of the review and evaluation of current state included the requirement for a 
clearly understood focused mandate and direction, a need for current role and organization structure definition in terms of 
both internal and Board structure and a clearly defined XCSO governance structure.  As with most sport organizations and 
associations, XCSO is not different in its need to enhance its brand and recognized value to XCSO members

Phase II of the Organization Review focused on research and option development for XCSO.  Research and data collection 
was performed on a sample of 32 Provincial Sport Organizations (PSOs) with a focus on comparable organizations in 
Ontario.  A summary of findings was compiled and presented based on 4 core categories, organization size and structure, 
Board size and structure, revenue and expenses.  Using the analysis and summary of findings, a review of organization 
options was done both on organization and Board structures.   



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Findings from the research and analysis highlighted differences at the Board level in terms of size, XCSO being larger.  Also, 
the Board being more functional versus strategically organized, along with structured hierarchy and governance not as 
prevalent.  Internally, XCSO does not have a formalized hierarchy within its internal organization structure and in comparison 
lacks technical expertise within.  XCSO’s reliance on grants as opposed to other sources is higher relative to most PSOs 
where revenue from membership is considerably lower.  

3 organization and Board options were presented including the option of maintaining current state.  ”Option B” was chosen 
by the sub-committee as the ideal and achievable state both for organization and Board.  There is future consideration with 
respect to ”Option C” however given the multiple stakeholders and impacts to both the provincial and national model further 
discussion is required as a longer term alternative.  Option B creates a clear internal structure and leadership hierarchy to
ensure accountability and execution.  The administration tasks aligned appropriately at the organization and Board level to 
an appropriate resource and the creation of an internal High Performance Director, driving technical consistency in 
programming including early athlete development, and Coaching and Programming Director responsible for an integrated 
program portfolio ensuring consistency, economies of scale and member value focus across all aspects of XCSO.  
Recommendations on Board structure include a simplified hierarchy and governance structure, simplified Region Chair 
structure and an increased focus on integrated program priorities.

Governance was also addressed within the HR Organization review context, including recommendations of a smaller, more 
concise Board structure in line with best practice, a focus on managed Board member tenure and required succession 
planning as well as the consolidation and governance specific to the Regions.  This included the recommendation of 
reducing to an 8 member Board with the addition of Secretary/Governance representation with clear success and terms of 
reference in place.  The elimination of individual Region representation at the Board level replaced by a single, voted Region 
Chair elected annually and voted by the regions term and elected representation limits in place.

The models and recommendations presented focus on driving future growth of the organization.  Ensuring an internal 
organization structure that effectively executes on the strategic direction of the Board, where the main priority is ensuring
member value, longer term strategic development and high performance programming leading to national and global 
competition success versus functional ownership and operation.
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BACKGROUND & PROCESS



Strategic Plan for Cross Country Ski Ontario 2016-2021
• Year-long planning process, led by a sub-committee of the Board of Directors, 

the High Performance Committee, and National Team Development Centre 
(NTDC), supported by staff and an external consultant

• Requirement identified to conduct a human resources review to assess the 
capacity of Cross Country Ski Ontario (XCSO) to move forward with the 
priorities identified in the Strategic Plan

• A sub-committee of the Board of Directors selected Business Sherpa Group 
(BSG) to conduct the organizational HR review and to guide and support the 
review process

• The HR Review for XCSO will be managed in three phases:
• Phase I – Organizational Review and Assessment of Current State for 

XCSO and the NDTC
• Phase II – Research and Evaluation of Human Resource and Organization 

Options
• Phase III – Recommended Option for Human Resources and Organization 

Structure for XCSO and NTDC Thunder Bay

BACKGROUND



Phase I – Organizational Review and Assessment of Current State for 
XCSO and the NTDC Thunder Bay
• To evaluate the current state a comprehensive review will examine:

• People
• Organization
• Contracts & obligations
• Business model and operational processes and activities
• Mandate, roles, accountability (of people, functions, organizations)
• Strategic priorities

• In addition to capturing the current state, the review will evaluate elements such 
as:
• Competencies, capacity, capabilities
• Efficiencies and inefficiencies
• Best practices and opportunities to leverage resources in the new organization 

structure
• Unique conditions
• Regional implications

PROCESS



Sub-Committee Formed
• Project Leads:

• Richard Lemoine – Chair
• Liz Inkila – Director of Administration
• Todd Luckasavitch – BSG Project Leader 

• Working Group:
• Denis Charette – Treasurer
• Patricia MacDonell – SOD Chair

• Secure file sharing and storage (Dropbox) was set-up for use by the 
sub-committee where files were managed for review including:
• Job descriptions
• Strategic Plan documentation
• Organizational chart and structure
• Operational Plan
• Policy and partnership (including MoU) 

REVIEW & ASSESSMENT – STEPS TAKEN



Interviews conducted with identified Board Members, Staff and Volunteers:
• Volunteers:

• Richard Lemoine – Chair
• Denis Charette – Treasurer
• Patricia MacDonell – SOD Chair
• Steve Howard – Past XCSO Chair
• Jen Tomlinson – Past HPC Chair
• Maureen Kershaw – HPC Chair
• Alan White – XCSO Technical Director
• Kelly Sinclair – Youth Chair
• Chris Serratore – NTDC Chair
• Angus Foster – XCSO Athlete Rep
• Timo Puiras – NTDC Head Coach (Paid NTDC Staff)
• Patti Kitler – XCSO Para-Nordic Coordinator

• Staff:
• Liz Inkila – Director of Administration
• Victor Wiltmann – Program Lead (staff)
• Katja Mathys – Coaching Development Coordinator (staff)

REVIEW & ASSESSMENT – STEPS TAKEN



MANDATE OF CROSS COUNTRY 
SKI ONTARIO



• Cross Country Ski Ontario (XCSO) provides the framework for Ontario 
cross country ski clubs and their individual members to participate in 
national programs established by the National Sport Organization, 
Cross Country Ski de Fond Canada (CCC).

• XCSO is divided into four geographical ski districts that represent 73 
member clubs and over 12000 individual members.

• The organization of cross country skiing activities and the delivery of 
cross country ski programs are principally carried out by our clubs. The 
four districts (Southern Ontario, Northern Ontario, Lake Superior, 
and National Capital) and Cross Country Ski Ontario itself reflect the 
effort of Ontario clubs to work together and to coordinate the delivery of 
common programs.

XCSO – MANDATE – DOCUMENTATION REVIEW



• XCSO supports the development and fosters the enjoyment of cross-
country skiing from recreational to international excellence through 
leadership, education, promotion and training

• Support High Performance mandate and put athletes on the World Cup 
Team through development – develop athletes who will end up on the 
world stage

• Provide a structured program where people can enroll their kids with 
confidence while providing rigor to the competitive side of the sport

• Make sure member voices are heard and programs structured 
appropriately

• Develop all aspects of the sport however despite approx. 351members 
out of 12000 are competitive (HP) most energy is on High Performance 
– members understand the significance of developing HP members

• Garner maximum participation for cross-country skiing across the 
province – not just competitive – development of members and 
attracting people to the sport

XCSO – MANDATE – INTERVIEWS



ORGANIZATION AND 
OPERATIONS



XCSO – CURRENT ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE
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XCSO – CURRENT ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE
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XCSO- STAFF

Name Role Main Responsibilities
Liz Inkila Director of Administration 

(FTE)
• Board administration and communication
• Digital and social media management (including XCSO website)
• Competition management
• Club and membership management
• Partnership collaboration and management

• CCC, Districts, MTCS, NTDC, Canadian Paralympic Committee, 
Coaching Assoc of Ontario

• Coaching Development
• Financial

• Record management, transactions, contribution to budget process
• Management and coordination of Ontario Team (OST)/Ontario Talent Squad 

(OTS)/NTDC programs and events

Victor Wiltmann Program Lead (.75 FTE)
Term:  April 1, 2017 to 
March 31, 2018

• Ontario Team Programming
• Engage in planning of camps with NTDC, OST and OTS
• Assist in camp training plans and provide leadership to training camp 

related activities
• Reporting on camp strengths and improvement areas for the HPC

• Supplementary Technical Director
• Attend Nationals as XCSO representative
• Organization and coaching support for provincial winter trip 

(Scan/Euro/USA)
• Liaise with Club/Partner programs – build capacity, high school and 

University
• Investigation into and development of the XSCO Technical Director 

position



XCSO- STAFF
Name Role Main Responsibilities
Katja Mathys Coaching Development 

Coordinator (.75 FTE)
• Coaching workshops and training sessions

• Annual planning for training sessions and workshops for Learning 
Facilitators and Coaches for each District

• Learning Facilitators
• Plan and organize LF training and evaluation sessions
• Ensure maintenance of consistent quality in the delivery and 

compliance of Coaching programs
• Provide assistance and development guidance to coaches
• Participate in XCSO Board and HPC Committee meetings
• Provide new policies to support coaching and club development in Ontario –

year end reporting to CCC and XCSO on Coaching Development
• Liaise with the XCSO Program Lead and with Ontario clubs to improve the 

standard of coaching and grow the pool
• Liaise with CCC’s Division Coaching Development Committee (DCC) on the 

final implementation stages of NCCP courses and represent Ontario’s 
concerns and views with DCC



PARTNERSHIPS AND 
RELATIONSHIPS



PARTNERSHIPS AND RELATIONSHIPS

Organization Partnership/Relationship Detail
Cross Country Ski de Fond Canada • A cooperative relationship with the National organization – provinces are voting 

members
• Regular meetings are held by the CCC Executive Director (ED) with the ED’s 

representatives of the province
• CCC provides technical expertise, coaching and athletic development –

direction/guidelines on consistent coaching certification
• Financially separate
• The link between nation and clubs in terms of aligning objectives and regulations
• Core element of relationship is linked to officials certification (i.e.. Level 1 – 3)
• Victor/Program Lead is on CCC staff the month of January for the World Juniors and 

does not work with XCSO during this time
National Team Development Centre • Relationship has grown to be very beneficial – broke down the silo between NTDC and 

XCSO
• After departure of XCSO Provincial Coach (5 years ago), developed partnership with 

NTDC for Ontario team programming 
• NTDC Coach sits on HPC for both CCC and XCSO (Asst. Coach) – strong partnership 

between XCSO HPC and NTDC
• Strong partnership with XCSO Program Lead 
• NTDC is a transition point for XCSO competitive athletes – 95% of Podium competitors 

go through the NTDC
• Financial relationship in that XCSO funds 50% of Asst. Coach salary and CSIO grant 

renewed as a result of the partnership
• XCSO does not sit on NTDC Board but has representation as “observer” (Al White)
• No NTDC representation on XCSO Board



PARTNERSHIPS AND RELATIONSHIPS

Organization Partnership/Relationship Detail
Districts and Clubs within Ontario • Noted that further involvement needed by XCSO to ensure awareness of what can be 

offered
• Support in terms of building membership and developing young skiers
• Support to Club coaches with respect to competitive pathway
• Strong integration with respect to District representation on HPC and voting 

membership on XSCO Board
• Club membership includes XCSO insurance
• Coaching and development certification facilitation (workshops) and management
• Club membership funding a major source for XSCO

Ministry of Tourism, Culture & Sport • Ontario Amateur Sport Funding – 2 yr commitment Major funding source for XCSO –
dependency on annual grant

• Relationship managed primarily by Liz Inkila – involves HPC and District representatives
Skier, Coaches and Officials • XCSO engages in planning calendar of the camps

• Plan, organize and implement the Ontario Team training camp and provides leadership 
to camp training activities

• Manage OST and OTS selection process including Midget applications for OTS
• Ensures Club athletes and coaches now how to prepare when going to NTDC –

podium pathway
• Strong partnership with respect to officials requirement and representation 

Canadian Sport Institute of Ontario • Major funding source for XCSO – renewed with NTDC partnership as was previously 
lost due to lack of international results at targeted events

• Relationship and funding detail managed by Liz Inkila



FUNDING & ALLOCATIONS



XCSO - FUNDING

Organization/
Entity

Details Obligation/Funding

Ministry of Tourism, 
Culture & Sport

• Annual grant with application managed by Liz 
Inkila – base funding

• $200,000

Canada Sport 
Institute Ontario

• Allocated through the Ontario High 
Performance Sport Initiative (OHPSI)
Agreement

• $38,000 Allocated April 1, 2017 to March 31, 2018

Districts/Clubs • Member revenue is approximately $108K
• If Clubs require funding for officials will put 

forward case to XCSO but in general XCSO 
will not sponsor events

• $10 to CCC
• $8 to XCSO

• SOD $1
• LSSD $2
• NOD $1
• NCD $0

• Total Membership Funding - $108,000

Ski Teams • Ski Team ($38K), PN ($22.5K), OTS ($7.5K), 
OST ($10.75K), On Snow ($30K), Girls Camp 
(3K), Europe Exp ($25K), Cup Race ($10K)

• $146,750

Development • Leadership ($39,425), Athlete ($47,000) • $86,425

Other • $11,181



XCSO - ALLOCATIONS

Organization/
Entity

Details

G&A • Salaries - Liz Inkila (FT), Victor Wiltmann (PT) and Katja Mathys (PT) - $55,937
• HR & HP Review - $31,000
• G&A - $34,500
• Total G&A - $121,437

Development • NTDC - $51,012
• Coaching - $71,000
• Athletes - $38,350
• Staff - $40,147
• HP – $6,000
• Officials - $5,000
• Total Development - $211,509

Ski Teams • Trip Fees - $132,000
• OHPSI - $38,000
• PN - $28,500
• Team Fees - $19,700
• Total Ski Teams - $218,700



OPPORTUNITIES & 
CONSIDERATIONS



OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSIDERATIONS

Topic Opportunity Initial Findings
XCSO Mandate Clearly understood and 

focused mandate and 
direction

• Lack of common understanding of XCSO mandate
• Is the current mandate in line with the Board direction and strategy?

• Given decisions, strategy and investment are driven by an 
organization’s mandate, should it be made relevant?

Organization 
Structure

Current role and 
organization structure 
definition

• No true internal leadership/management structure within XCSO – everything 
roles up to the Board

• Role definition internally is unclear
• Volunteers, not experts

National Team 
Development 
Centre

Further opportunities exist 
for partnership benefits for 
both NDTC and XCSO

• Despite partnership, further opportunities exist to create efficiencies
• Shared services
• Athletic pathway and accessibility
• Coaching

Governance Governance structure of 
XCSO not clearly defined or 
followed

• Board selection and accountability
• Functional versus strategic
• Decision and voting process unclear
• Execution accountability unclear

• Tenure and succession
XCSO Value Enhance brand and 

recognized value of XCSO
• Clubs and Districts

• Value beyond insurance
• If HP focus only, what further benefits and offerings are available?
• Any value for the recreation skier – both young and mature?

• High Performance/Athletes
• Is the pathway effective?

• Para-Nordic
• Need for role/value clarification



NEXT STEPS



PHASE II (underway)

• PSO Analysis and Comparison
• Recognized Sport Organizations within (underway)

• Organization and Human Resource Structure and Design
• Programs
• Membership

• Best Practice
• Organization and Human Resource Structure and Design
• Governance

PHASE III

• Final Recommendation
• XCSO Organization and Human Resource Structure and Design

NEXT STEPS – RESEARCH & EVALUATION



Phase II:  Research and 
Option Development

Cross Country Ski Ontario



1. BACKGROUND AND STEPS TAKEN
2. RESEARCH ON COMPARABLE ORGANIZATIONS AND BOARDS
3. ORGANIZATION OPTIONS
4. NEXT STEPS
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BACKGROUND & STEPS TAKEN



Phase II – Research and Option Development
• Research and summary of findings from other Provincial Sport Organizations 

(PSOs) with focus on comparable organizations in Ontario
• Organization size and structure
• Board size and structure
• Revenue
• Expenses

• Review Organization Options
• Organization
• Board
• Evaluation

BACKGROUND & STEPS TAKEN



RESEARCH ON COMPARABLE 
PSO’S



Board Size and Structure - Overall
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Organization Size and Structure - Overall
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Board Size and Structure – Size “A” Organizations
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Size	"D" ≥	$3M ≥	12



Organization Size and Structure – Size “A” 
Organizations
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Board Size and Structure – Size “B” Organizations
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Size	"D" ≥	$3M ≥	12



Organization Size and Structure – Size “B” 
Organizations
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Board Size and Structure – Size “C” Organizations
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Organization Size and Structure – Size “C” 
Organizations
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Size	"D" ≥	$3M ≥	12



Board Size and Structure – Size “D” Organizations
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Organization Size and Structure – Size “D” 
Organizations

100% 
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AVERAGE ORGANIZATION	SIZE: 15

MEDIAN	ORGANIZATION	SIZE: 15

SIZE REVENUES OR STAFF
Size	"A" <$700K ≤5
Size	"B" $700K	<	$1.7M ≤	8
Size	"C" $1.7M	<	$3M ≤		11
Size	"D" ≥	$3M ≥	12



Revenue Sources Mix Between Fees, Grant, Other

32% 

22% 

46% 

AVERAGE	MIX	OF	REVENUE	SOURCES	- OVERALL

Fees	(membership) Grants Other

OTHER	INCLUDES	ITEMS	
SUCH	AS:

- programs
- events/competitions
- education
- sponsorship
- development	activites



Expense Mix Between Salaries, Office/Admin, Other

25% 

12% 63% 

AVERAGE	MIX	OF	EXPENSES	- OVERALL

Salaries Office/Admin Other

OTHER	INCLUDES	ITEMS	
SUCH	AS:

- programs
- events/competitions
- education
- sponsorship
- development	activites



SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

AREA OF FOCUS FINDINGS AND OBSERVATIONS
Board of Directors • Overall average Board size at 10 with median of 9

• Size A Organizations in line with average and median Board size of 9 members
• Pronounced leadership structure – Chair, Vice Chair, Treasurer (Director at Large in 

some cases)
• Secretary/Administration and Technical Leadership positions common in structures
• Mix of strategic and functional responsibilities within Board structures
• While not a significant delta in number of Board Members based on organization size 

and revenue, prominence of hierarchy more prevalent
Internal Staff and Structure • 73% of overall organizations have a formalized CEO/Executive Director role

• Percentage of formal leadership presence grows substantially moving beyond the Size 
A organization structure – i.e. 50% of Size A structures have a formalized CEO/ED 
Leader where Size B moves to 89% and both Size C and D at 100%

• Internal Staff size expectedly grows substantially with revenue
• Size A average organization size is 2 however closer to 4 for those over $.5M in 

revenue where Size B average is 6, Size C 9 and Size D 15
• Core roles common to both Size A and B organization include CEO/ED, Programs, 

Technical Director/High Performance, Operations & Administration

Revenue • Average revenue distribution shows a heavy reliance on Programs, Events, 
Sponsorship and Membership for revenue generation at 46%

• Lower reliance on grants at 22%
• A significant gap in revenues from Size A organizations to Size B and beyond with 

majority well over $1M



SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

AREA OF FOCUS FINDINGS AND OBSERVATIONS
Expenses • A significant majority of cost is directed to Programs, Events and Development at 63%

• While average salaries account for 25% of expense on average, this is relative for the 
most part based on staff numbers increasing in-line with revenue generation



RESEARCH FINDINGS VS XCSO CURRENT STATE

AREA OF FOCUS XCSO CURRENT STATE
Board of Directors • Current XCSO Board consists of 11 members plus a current vacant role

• Core leadership sits with Chair, Vice Chair/Past Chair limited participation, vacant 
Director at Large, active Treasurer in place

• Operations/Administration is internal to organization
• Technical Leadership somewhat absent on Board with exception of HPC and Program 

Lead who is internal to organization
• XCSO Board more functionally than strategically organized
• Structured Board hierarchy and governance not as prevalent

Internal Staff and Structure • XCSO does not have a formalized hierarchy within its internal organization structure –
absence of an Executive Director or Leader

• Internal organization/staff (FTE) size of XCSO is low in comparison however NTDC 
partnership and resource sharing must be considered

• Common for an internal expertise in the form of a Technical Director or High 
Performance Lead within the internal structure of a PSO

Revenue • XCSO’s reliance on grants as opposed to other sources is higher relative to most PSOs 
where revenue from Membership is considerably lower

• XCSO overall revenue is quite low relative to the scope of the organization
• Revenue from “Other” sources closely aligned however somewhat lower when 

factoring the CSIO funding into this category
Expenses • Salaries considerably low in comparison however consideration should be given to 

partnership with NTDC not captured in this category, i.e. Asst Coach cost
• “Other” costs are high with a majority of impact from Trip Fees



ORGANIZATION OPTIONS



OPTION A  - STATUS QUO

Board of Directors

Director of 
Administration

Program Lead (.75FTE) Coaching Development 
Coordinator (.75FTE)



OPTION A  - STATUS QUO

PROS
• No disruption to organization
• No impact to internal budgeting and management

CONS
• Absence of hierarchy/lines of direction impacting accountability to advance and 

execute
• No formalized leadership outside of volunteer Board

• Lack of clarity in role definition and accountability both internally and externally 
to XCSO
• Directory of Administration encompasses both Executive Director level scope and 

Administration scope in comparison to other organizations
• Program Lead isolated in overall program impact with little to no influence on consistency 

in technical direction
• Risk of resource retention with lack of clarity and development in structure



OPTION B - ORGANIZATION

Executive Director

Coaching and 
Programming Director

High Performance 
Director

Administrator (dual role 
supporting Board and 

internal roles including 
bookkeeping)

Board of Directors

Para-Nordic



OPTION B - ORGANIZATION

PROS
• Clear internal structure and leadership
• Administration scope and tasks separated through dedicated support to 

internal organization and Board
• High Performance Director in place to drive technical consistency in programs 

including early athlete development
• Single Coaching and Programming Director responsible for an integrated 

program portfolio ensuring consistency, economies of scale and member value 
focus

CONS
• Disruption to current state
• Possible budgetary impact resulting from increased salary costs
• Resource and skill gaps present



OPTION C – ORGANIZATION (NTDC INTEGRATION)

Executive Director

Coaching and 
Programming Director

High Performance 
Director

Administrator (includes 
bookkeeping)

NTDC Coach(es)

Board of Directors

Para-Nordic



OPTION C – ORGANIZATION (NTDC INTEGRATION)

PROS
• Clear integrated internal structure and leadership
• Holistic funding accountability and tracking for XCSO/NTDC
• High Performance Director in place to drive technical consistency in programs 

including early athlete development
• Creates the opportunity for club coaches to have greater visibility into the 

NTDC
• Single Coaching and Programming Director responsible for an integrated 

program portfolio ensuring consistency, economies of scale and member value 
focus

• Combined administration/bookkeeping under a single entity and resource

CONS
• Disruption to current state
• Possible budgetary impact resulting from increased salary costs
• Resource and skill gaps present
• Non-acceptance under greater CCC national alignment and governance



CURRENT STRUCTURE – BOARD

Region – LSSD Chair Treasurer

Chair

Past Chair

Region – SOD Chair

Region – NOD Chair

Region – NCD Chair

High Performance

Director at Large
(unoccupied)

Officials Chair

Para-Nordic

Youth Chair



CURRENT STRUCTURE – BOARD

PROS
• No disruption to current structure and governance
• Volunteer representation for all region and functional areas currently in place 

with the exception of Director at Large
• Volunteers able to contribute both at strategic and functional level

CONS
• Heavy reliance on volunteer members and time owning critical functional areas 

of the XCSO
• Lack of defined XCSO internal leadership

• Large number of Board Members
• Impact on execution and accountability
• Hierarchy and governance model unclear
• Chairs for multiple programs generating multiple priorities and inconsistent mandate



OPTION B – BOARD

Treasurer

Chair

Vice-Chair/Past Chair

High Performance 
Committee Chair

Officials Chair

Program Chair

Secretary/Governance

Region Chair



CURRENT STRUCTURE – BOARD

PROS
• Simplified hierarchical and governance structure

• Clear decision making and governance rules 
• With Secretary/Governance representation, clear success and terms of reference in place

• Simplified Region Chair structure
• Elected on annual basis (can be re-elected)
• Consistent region priorities represented to Board

• Focused and Integrated Program priorities
• Prevent fragmented funding priorities and initiatives
• Strategic alignment and planning with respect to all XCSO programs

• Structure and governance more aligned with other PSOs

CONS
• New structure creates need for new appointments and governance 
• Ensuring all programs are represented in-line with strategic plan and priorities
• Combined region model must represent all club and district needs



OPTION C – BOARD (NTDC INTEGRATION)

Region – Chair Treasurer

Chair

Vice-Chair/Past Chair

High Performance 
Committee Chair

Officials Chair

Program Chair

Secretary

NTDC Chair



PROS
• Simplified hierarchical and governance structure

• Clear decision making and governance rules 
• With Secretary/Governance representation, clear success and terms of reference in place

• Simplified Region Chair structure
• Elected on annual basis (can be re-elected)
• Consistent region priorities represented to Board

• Focused and Integrated Program priorities
• Prevent fragmented funding priorities and initiatives
• Strategic alignment and planning with respect to all XCSO programs

• Structure and governance more aligned with other PSOs
• Greater visibility and influence in regions to NTDC program and capability

CONS
• New structure creates need for new appointments and governance 
• Ensuring all programs are represented in-line with strategic plan and priorities
• Combined region model must represent all club and district needs

OPTION C – BOARD (NTDC INTEGRATION)



NEXT STEPS



PHASE II (finalize recommendation)

• Phase II review with sub-committee 
• Finalize recommended option
• Structure, Roles, Mandates

PHASE III

• Final organization structure 
• Governance structure that aligns to new organization
• Associated job descriptions

• Final report

NEXT STEPS – FINAL REPORT



Phase III:  Final Report 

Cross Country Ski Ontario



1. RECOMMENDED ORGANIZATION
2. JOB PROFILES
3. GOVERNANCE
4. CONCLUSION

TABLE OF CONTENTS – Phase III



RECOMMENDED ORGANIZATION



OPTION B - ORGANIZATION

Executive Director

Coaching & 
Programming Director

High Performance 
Director

Administrator (dual role 
supporting Board and 

internal roles including 
bookkeeping)

Board of Directors

Para-Nordic



OPTION B – BOARD

Treasurer

Chair

Vice-Chair/Past Chair

High Performance 
Committee Chair

Officials Chair

Program Chair and 
Youth Chair

Secretary/Governance

Region Chair



OPTION B – ORGANIZATION AND BOARD

ORGANIZATION
• Clear internal structure and leadership
• Administration scope and tasks separated through dedicated support to internal 

organization and Board (.5 - .75 FTE)
• High Performance Director in place to drive technical consistency in programs including 

early athlete development
• Single Coaching and Programming Director responsible for an integrated program 

portfolio ensuring consistency, economies of scale and member value focus
BOARD
• Simplified hierarchy and governance structure

• Clear decision making and governance rules 
• With Secretary/Governance representation, clear success and terms of reference in place

• Simplified Region Chair structure
• Elected on annual basis (can be re-elected)
• Consistent region priorities represented to Board

• Focused and Integrated Program priorities
• Prevent fragmented funding priorities and initiatives
• Strategic alignment and planning with respect to all XCSO programs

• Structure and governance more aligned with other PSOs



JOB PROFILES



EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Purpose Reporting Relationships and Key Interfaces
§Responsible for the strategic leadership of the 

organization and the administration of all services and 
programs, management of finances, administrative 
programs, promotion and communication
§Acts as spokesperson for the organization

Reports To:
XCSO Chair

Ultimately
responsible to the 
XCSO Board

Leadership 
Responsibility:
Coaching and 
Programming Director
High Performance 
Director 
Administrator

Key Interfaces:
CCC 
MTCS
CSIO
NTDS
Clubs

Responsibilities Role Requirements
§The Executive Director has authority to take the measures that are necessary in the 

daily management of the association to administer approved plans, policies and 
programs – for actions required beyond this, the Executive Director is required to 
have decisions approved through the Board of Directors
§Prepare, implement and monitor the XCSO Strategic Plan approved by the Board
§Under the direction of the Treasurer, prepare and monitor the organization’s annual 

budgets
§Actively negotiate for financial support of XCSO programs with funding bodies
§Ensure role clarity and associated job descriptions for staff positions
§Lead and manage XCSO staff resources setting objectives in line with XCSO 

mandate and strategic plan initiatives
§Provide information to XCSO Chair and Board to support decision making
§Represent the views of XCSO with the the sport and active living community and 

partner with cross country ski clubs and districts
§Ensure the Board is informed of all policy matters, programs and services in a timely 

manner
§Oversee the production and quality of the XCSO website and social media presence
§Provide information to members and other interested parties on all aspects of the 

sport
§Liaise with NTDC for joint trips and program planning
§Maintain active knowledge of Ontario Government priorities attending 

meetings/workshops as needed along with MTCS grant application writing, 
implementation and reporting
§Liaise with CCC regarding club registration, insurance and race sanctioning
§Secure adequate funding for the organizations operations. 

§Post-secondary degree in Business 
Management, Sport Management, 
Human Resource Management, 
Project Management or equivalent 
experience
§Minimum 5 years experience in not-

for-profit organization management
§Experience in directing and managing 

a competitive sport or similar 
organization with varied stakeholders
§Very strong communication and 

mediation skills
§Ability to proactively initiate and 

prioritize tasks and organize a diverse 
workload taking into consideration 
priorities, deadlines and outcomes
§A passion for sport, knowledge and 

involvement in cross country skiing at 
any level would be preferred

Salary Range:
$65,000 to $75,000



COACHING AND PROGRAMMING DIRECTOR
Purpose Reporting Relationships and Key Interfaces
§The position of Coaching and Programming Director 

will be primarily responsible for program development 
and management aimed at growing opportunities as 
well as maintaining and improving existing initiatives 
related to coaching, camps, officials, athletes and clubs

Reports To:
Executive Director

Leadership 
Responsibility:
N/A

Key Interfaces:
NTDC/OTS/OST 
Clubs
HPC
Para
Coaches 
Officials

Responsibilities Role Requirements
§Plan, promote, co-ordinate and sanction events and programs designed to stimulate 

and assist the further development of cross country skiing in Ontario
§Pro-actively manage the development of key strategic projects and programs to 

ensure organizational and brand objectives are met across XCSO including Ontario 
Team Programming (including HP), Coaching, officiating and Para 
§Monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of and participation in programs
§Review, evaluate and enhance long term athlete, officials and coaches’ development 

models and manage the development opportunities accordingly
§Organize the development and execution of sport demonstrations and clinics
§Assist in the creation of funding/sponsorship opportunities
§Assist in the grant application process where necessary
§Research and work with sport representatives, clubs, coaches and teams to 

recommend new program opportunities to the Board
§Engaging in the planning calendar of camps for Ontario officials
§Provide new policies to support coaching and club development in Ontario
§Liaise with CCC’s Coach Development Committee (CDC) on the final implementation 

stages of NCCP courses and represent Ontario’s concerns and views with CDC
§Management of coach education and development

§Post-secondary degree in Business 
Management, Sport Management, 
Human Resource Management, 
Project Management or equivalent 
experience
§Minimum 5 years experience in not-

for-profit organization program 
management
§Experience in directing and managing 

programs within a competitive sport 
or similar organization with varied 
stakeholders
§Ability to proactively initiate and 

prioritize tasks and organize a diverse 
workload taking into consideration 
priorities, deadlines and outcomes
§A passion for sport, knowledge and 

involvement in cross country skiing at 
any level would be preferred
§NCCP learning facilitation and 

minimum Level 3 or Competitive 
Development

Salary Range:
$40,000 to $50,000 (.75 FTE)



HIGH PERFORMANCE DIRECTOR
Purpose Reporting Relationships and Key Interfaces
§The XCSO High Performance Director will produce and 

implement progressive training and development 
programs to target high performance athletes while 
working within the recommendations of CCC
§Implement developmentally appropriate programming 

for athletes of all stages of development in an effort to 
enable high performance potential

Reports To:
Executive Director

Leadership 
Responsibility:
N/A

Key Interfaces:
NTDC/OTS/OST 
Clubs
HPC
Board

Responsibilities Role Requirements
§Identify high performance athletes and develop a task analysis with their coach to 

ensure the athletes receive the appropriate and progressive training program 
necessary for high performance development
§Schedule and coordinate support services for high performance athletes
§Provide impactful leadership and consultation to continuously raise the performance 

and athlete development standard to enable the supported athletes to strive for 
medal success
§Along with Executive Director, work with current and potential sponsors on 

investment projects that will have a performance impact
§As an advisor to the Board and High Performance Chair, play an integral role in the 

collective responsibility for setting strategic direction for XCSO High Performance
§Oversee athletic testing and the collection of technical data needed for evaluation of 

technical programs
§Work with research and innovation product experts to maximize the application of 

new equipment and clothing technologies
§Consultation with NTDC and club coaches ensuring consistency and innovation in 

coaching program design and execution
§Implement the high performance vision and path to the podium across XCSO
§Engaging in the planning calendar of camps for Ontario participants, athletes and 

coaches

§Post secondary education in a sports 
or sport science related field
§Minimum 5 years experience in not-

for-profit organization program 
management
§Experience in directing and managing 

programs within a competitive sport 
or similar organization with varied 
stakeholders
§Proven competitive and technical 

knowledge and expertise in cross-
country skiing
§Ability to proactively initiate and 

prioritize tasks and organize a diverse 
workload taking into consideration 
priorities, deadlines and outcomes
§A passion for sport, combined with 

proven technical and knowledge at 
the competitive level of cross country 
skiing
§Trained to a minimum Train to Train 

NCCP level or Level 3

Salary Range:
$50,000 to $60,000 



ADMINISTRATOR
Purpose Reporting Relationships and Key Interfaces
§The Administrator is a key role at the centre of internal 

operations for XCSO responsible for a full range of day-
to-day operations, including support for Programs and 
requirements from the High Performance Director
§Provides support to the Board where required including 

agenda preparation and minute taking

Reports To:
Executive Director

Leadership 
Responsibility:
N/A

Key Interfaces:
Coaching and 
Programming 
Dir.
High 
Performance Dir.
Clubs

Responsibilities Role Requirements
§Manage communication/information to clubs, partners, Board and committee 

members as needed
§Maintain XCSO social media presence including Twitter, Facebook and Instagram as 

well as keep XCSO website up to date with new content
§Liaise with clubs to ensure registration with province and develop and maintain on-

line membership forms
§Provide communication/information to clubs regarding registration, insurance, and 

general questions
§Basic bookkeeping and accounting requirements including bill payments, 

deposits/e-transfers, maintenance of financial records in Quick Books and 
supporting the Executive Director and Treasurer during audits
§Assist with coordination and preparation of presentations, spreadsheets and 

documents 

§Post-secondary education in 
business administration, sports 
management or equivalent work 
experience
§Self-managing, resourceful and 

results focused with a high degree of 
adaptability and flexibility to changing 
priorities and conditions
§A passion for sport, knowledge and 

involvement in cross country skiing at 
any level would be preferred
§5 years of relevant administration 

related experience with experience in 
project coordination considered an 
asset

Salary Range:
$35,000 to $45,000 (.5 - .75 FTE)



PARA-NORDIC LEAD – CONTRACT RESOURCE
Purpose Reporting Relationships and Key Interfaces
§Manage and oversee the Para-Nordic program 

including training camps, talent recruitment, talent 
development and race schedule and appropriate race 
course planning

Reports To:
Executive Director

Leadership 
Responsibility:
N/A

Key Interfaces:
Coaches
Clubs
Officials

Responsibilities Role Requirements
§Organize and plan periodic training camps in various regions in the province
§Attend talent Identification events through the Canadian Paralympic Committee
§Liaise with CCC Para-Nordic Director and CCC Para-Nordic Talent Development 

Coach
§Assist with coordination of CCC HP training camps as necessary
§Liaise with LOCs of Ontario Cups to develop suitable courses to optimize athlete 

development
§Develop and monitor YTPs for ON Para-Nordic Ski Team members
§Provide coaching expertise to Para-Nordic support team members

§Post secondary education in a sports 
or sport science related field or 
equivalent work experience
§Self-managing, resourceful and 

results focused with a high degree of 
adaptability and flexibility to changing 
priorities and conditions
§Demonstrated experience and 

interest in working with athletes with 
a physical disability and an 
awareness of physical disability as it 
relates to athletic performance.
§AWAD certified Train to Train Coach
§Knowledge and understanding of 

para-nordic skiing

Salary Range:
$40,000 to $45,000 (.5 FTE)



GOVERNANCE



governance noun
the activity of controlling a corporation 
or an organization; the way in which a 
company or institution is controlled

Source:	“Oxford	Dictionary.”

GOVERNANCE



• Board Size
• Average and median of 9 for organization size
• Best practice <10

• Board Meetings: 4-6 meetings per year (appropriate)
• Schedule of board and committees set for year in advance
• Agenda circulated in advance for comment
• Board materials circulated two business days in advance

• Corporate Governance
• Board mandate / responsibilities document reviewed and approved by the 

board annually
• Term limits for all board members, often two 3-year terms.

• Staggered terms – 1/3, 1/3, 1/3
• Succession Planning – Owned by Secretary/Governance Chair

• In-person attendance preferred for board meetings, especially strategy session
• Attendance records reviewed annually.
• Term limit for Chair, Vice Chair, Treasurer

• Region Governance
• Term limits for Region Chair, two 1 year terms (annual election)
• Voted by Region Leads
• No back to back Region representation

GOVERNANCE – GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS



• Standing committees:
• Offload most of the board members of detailed oversight 

responsibilities, decisions confirmed at board meetings
• Executive Committee (Terms of Reference)
• Governance Committee (Terms of Reference)
• Audit/Finance Committee (Should have one)
• Nominating Committee (May be combined with Governance)
• HR / Compensation Committee (Terms of Reference)

• Operating committees:
• Define Active Committees and Rationale
• Discussion: Board members participating on Operating Committees 

“wearing their Board hat”??

GOVERNANCE – BOARD COMMITTEES



• Board Information Secure Repository on-line (all past agendas, 
minutes, presentations).

• Governance:
• Annual review of board mandate and committee charters
• Bi-annual review of major policies (e.g. expense/travel, conflict of 

interest, external communications, etc.)
• Annual board effectiveness / evaluation on-line survey and 

recommendations to the board
• Nominating:

• Annual review of terms for all board and committee members
• Board and committee skills matrix to assist in recruiting of new board 

and committee members
• Annual board member orientation session

• Annual strategic review of organization with full-day off-site session 
with (Terms of Reference) Board and senior management. 
Outcome: Strategic Plan (3 to 5 Year Outlook).

• Board and Management/Organization Relationship
• Regular opportunities to network

GOVERNANCE – OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS



CONCLUSION



• XSCO HR Review - Sub-Committee
• Completion and presentation of HR Review
• Sub-Committee debrief and Board presentation preparation

• Current State to Proposed:
• Identify areas of strength and gaps (resources, skills, financial)
• Impact to current governance and terms of reference
• Impact to current stakeholders and partners
• Realistic timelines
• Change Management

• Board
• Core decision on organization and Board design along with role 

definition and responsibilities
• Clear governance structure supporting needs and strategy
• Definition of required committee structure to support plan and new 

organization
• Plan for implementation

• Timeline
• Project planning and change management
• Resource plan

CONCLUSION – NEXT STEPS



CONCLUSION

XCSO’s engagement, at the Board, employee, volunteer and partner level during the HR Review exercise validated the commitment and 
to the Strategic Plan and requirement for change.  Openness of sharing history, opinions and recommendations both verbally during 
interviews and in writing, in the form of follow-up and XCSO internal documentation provided the context needed for thorough analysis 
and recommendation.  The sub-committee represented the organization and members well in its ability to discuss and debate 
organizational gaps that challenge the growth and brand as well as competitive development and success on the international stage.  
Biases, if present were not a part of discussions or the exercise and there was clearly no resistance to change in an effort to meet the 
needs of the strategic plan and growth of the organization.  

”Option B” was chosen by the subcommittee as the ideal and achievable state both for organization and Board.  There is future 
consideration with respect to ”Option C”, involving the integration of the NTDC, however given the multiple stakeholders and impacts to 
both the provincial and national model further discussion is required as a longer term alternative.  Option B creates a clear internal 
structure and leadership hierarchy to ensure accountability and execution.  This was a critical piece of the findings.  There needs to be 
internal functional accountability within the organization with hierarchy/leadership in place to ensure execution of Board strategic 
decisions.  Administration tasks aligned appropriately at the organization and Board level to an appropriate resource and the creation of 
an internal High Performance Director, driving technical consistency in programming including early athlete development, and Coaching 
and Programing Director responsible for an integrated program portfolio ensuring consistency, economies of scale and member value 
focus across all aspects of XCSO.  Recommendations on Board structure include a simplified hierarchy and governance structure, 
simplified Region Chair structure and an increased focus on integrated program priorities.

The models and recommendations presented focus on driving future growth of the organization.  Ensuring an internal organization 
structure that effectively executes on the strategic direction of the Board, where the main priority is ensuring member value, longer term 
strategic development and high performance programming leading to national and global competition success versus functional 
ownership and operation.




